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inspiration is everywhere

Creative inspiration is what separates the ordinary from the extraordinary. Our latest portfolio of ceiling products includes unconventional shapes, textures and materials designed to inspire. Stop by booth 1094 on the 8th floor at NeoCon and see what's up.
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Lighting technology in all its facets
As a Light Factory, certain things are better done in house, such as highly specialized reflector design. For every type of lamp, application and light distribution we develop the best possible reflector shape. Let’s look at the faceted flood reflector in the new Optec spotlight:

It shapes and focuses the light of a powerful H.I.D. lamp into a smooth-edged beam with minimal glare and maximum efficiency. Anti-glare protection and light output ratio have been optimized for their application in store lighting. And because at ERCO we always think at the system level, it is very likely we have the optimal solution for your lighting task.

Light is the fourth dimension of architecture: www.erco.com
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LOOKS ARE STILL EVERYTHING.

The goal for Salt Lake City’s new main library building was to reflect and engage the city’s imagination and aspirations. Achieving this required a sweeping and sunlit design, a desire to embrace the view of the nearby Wasatch Mountains, and a call to a member of the PPG Certified Fabricator℠ Program.

Bringing this level of open, compelling design to a public library also brings an elevated concern for UV protection and heating costs – which can complicate a tight schedule. But by specifying one of PPG’s high-performance glasses through a PPG Certified Fabricator℠ you get the right glass from a qualified, local supplier – delivered at the right time.

PPG offers a wide range of energy-saving glass products that look great and perform even better. Including Solarban® 60 – the solar control low-E glass that’s engineered to look like clear, uncoated glass. Or Sungate® 500 low-E glass which, when used with spectrally selective tinted glasses, delivers an ideal combination of aesthetics and performance. Call the PPG Solutions Hotline today for samples or the name of a PPG Certified Fabricator℠ that’s near you: 800-377-5267.
To locate the stelae in the Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe, a color-coded site plan was used to identify blocks—each the same width and length—by height, which reach up to 13 feet.
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Work the way you think.

Idea:
Improve an architect's business by providing a more complete way to think about buildings, from design through construction.

Realized:
With Autodesk® Revit® Building software, design teams achieve superior documentation, more effective design coordination, and more productive collaboration. So clients are happier, you get more repeat business, and you're more profitable. Because it's created specifically for building information modeling, designing buildings and your work process with Revit Building can help you realize your ideas to compete and win. See how at autodesk.com/revitbuilding

Autodesk and Autodesk Revit are registered trademarks of Autodesk, Inc., in the USA and/or other countries. All other brand names, product names, or trademarks belong to their respective holders. © 2005 Autodesk, Inc. All rights reserved.
Stone, the first building material, has long been treasured for its architectural representation, durability and strength. Unfortunately, cost and availability limit the use of natural stone. Hanover® introduces an innovative alternative to natural stone, Reconstructed Stone™ Masonry, which brings the performance of stone into a high strength concrete product.

Reconstructed Stone™ Masonry is made from high density concrete for vertical applications. Available in a variety of sizes and a range of thicknesses, they provide a natural appearance for the building facade. Hanover’s test results show high compressive strength, density and low water absorption qualities. Using cement as a binder, each product truly becomes Reconstructed Stone™.
Last month’s unveiling of Snøhetta’s design for a cultural center at Ground Zero produced a breath of fresh air long missing from an otherwise ugly morality play of a rebuilding process now running at the World Trade Center (WTC) site in New York City. There’s a governor driven by visions of history-book glory; a mayor preoccupied with building a midtown football stadium; a private developer blinded by fantasy riches in the sky; a master plan hamstrung by its conceivably’s patronizing patriotism; and a port agency and a development corporation both kowtowing to said developer.

Architects Craig Dykers and Kjetil Thorsen of Oslo-based Snøhetta have transcended this mess to deliver a remarkably modest and gentle landmark that, at only five double-height stories, stands head and shoulders above the 1,776-foot, 2.5 million-square-foot Freedom Tower, a David Childs-Daniel Libeskind production sent back to the drawing boards in early May to improve the building’s ability to withstand terrorist attacks—in part due to the recent decision not to submerge a portion of the nearby West Side Highway in a tunnel and thus keep potential truck bombers contained (see page 19).

Housing the International Freedom Center, the Drawing Center, and a visitors’ information center, the Dykers-Thorsen scheme lifts the majority of the building’s 250,000 square feet above the ground, forming a gateway to the adjacent memorial by Michael Arad and Peter Walker. A rooftop terrace and glazed openings in the glass-and-wood façade also afford views of the memorial plaza. A light well brings natural illumination through Snøhetta’s building, down to a broad, wooden entrance ramp and possibly even into Santiago Calatrava’s subterranean transportation hub that will sit below the cultural center.

Snøhetta understands feet-on-the-ground, eye-level urbanism. The firm’s low-rider scheme, along with the transit hub and memorial, demonstrates the potential for a robust horizontal precinct in Lower Manhattan. While it is likely that the design will be run through the proverbial wringer—there are, for example, transit infrastructure issues to be resolved—before opening its doors in 2009, Dykers and Thorsen are outsiders, a position that may give them greater traction to fend off the many parties who wield power over the WTC site.

Rebuilding need not be a game of “our hubris is bigger than your hubris” in order to tell the terrorists of the world that the United States will not cower. Rebuilding is not simply an opportunity to take a defiant stance, but a time to carefully consider our priorities and aspirations. Tall does not equal strong. Clichéd symbols do not equal boldness. (Peter Eisenman’s Holocaust memorial in Berlin, page 37, is a compelling example of sentiment-free design.)

It’s time to reassess Libeskind’s master plan. Let’s put the commercial high-rises, including the ill-conceived Freedom Tower and its feeble Statue of Liberty-inspired spire, on indefinite hold—at least until there’s a market for them. In the current climate, will any corporation want to put its employees in WTC towers? Insurance alone will likely make such spaces unleaseable. As many others have already suggested, the Port Authority needs to find a way to remove Larry Silverstein, the WTC leaseholder, from the scene. A private citizen should not be a major decision-maker on a parcel of such public consequence.

A revised master plan that includes the memorial, expansive public spaces, the cultural center, and the transportation hub simply makes more sense. In place of office towers, build space for think tanks of every stripe. Let our greatest minds in economics, medicine, technology, and public policy come together to contemplate the future from Ground Zero. Build midrise, mixed-income housing. Construct an international school—surely the great universities of the world will fund such a project. Freedom is not simply a matter of signs and symbols. It is a mechanism to support the exploration of new ideas and expressions.

It’s time to start over.
Healthier hay
Having just read “Mr. Ed’s Shed” [April 2005, page 62], we take great exception to the general accolades expressed over the hay storage/façade design element. In the design of barns and equestrian centers, first priority must be given to the safety of the occupants—horses. For them, this safety includes the proper storage of hay in order to avoid exposure to rain, which causes mold to grow. If moldy hay is ingested, it leads to maladies often fatal to the animal.

Gary I. Udall
Lafayette, Colorado

Beware the BIM
The BIM software manufacturers [April 2005, page 77] are borrowing from the pharmaceutical industry’s playbook: bypass the professional and sell directly to the consumer/client. Let’s hope there is room left at the table for architects as deliverables and process get redefined.

Forest T. Hooker
Seattle

A beauty to behold
I was pleased to read Frank Clementi’s Protest on beauty [March 2005, page 72] in tandem with such a colorful issue highlighting Ralph Rapson’s work [page 40]—particularly his fantastic perspectives. Each drawing was a narrative highlighting the human character, full of life and desire, enlivening Rapson’s imaginary spaces and case studies. Adventurous men in helicopters, hardworking housewives, dancing couples: All are examples of Rapson’s imagination, pointing out what gives greatest value to architecture—a love for what is human.

Martin Bacich
San Diego

CORRECTION
The Bernal Gateway in “Changing the Formula” [April 2005, page 29], cited as a project of Pyatok Architects, was the result of a joint venture of that firm and Young & de la Sota Architects.
Looking like they might soar away at any moment, the futuristic, cantilevered steel gull-wings of the new World Trade Center PATH Station canopy are a tribute to imagination. Helping make them possible is EPIC Metals' Wideck EDP structural roof deck ceiling system. With a flush surface appearance and strength to clear span from 10 to 34 feet, the Wideck EDP and WP systems help architectural vision become reality.

For more information call 877-696-3742, or visit epicmetals.com
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The new age had come and gone. The old returned with its familiar ribbed grace and was received as a dear remembered friend.
FREEDOM TOWER'S LATEST TWIST

Even though Freedom Tower—the 1,776-foot-tall emotional replacement for the World Trade Center towers—is back on the boards due to security concerns voiced by local police, design architect and site master-planner Daniel Libeskind remains sanguine. In an impromptu statement made while receiving a design award from House Beautiful magazine last month, Libeskind optimistically noted that “the people have spoken,” in a clear reference to the latest chapter for an already controversial building. (Libeskind did take the opportunity to plug his original master plan, however, emphasizing that his scheme devote about a third of the site’s 16 acres to a memorial.)

According to local officials, new concerns about street-level blasts require the tower’s design team, led by David Childs of Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, to increase the structure’s setback from the street and to fortify the exterior of its first 15 or so floors. The building’s torqued form, however, which Libeskind created in reference to the nearby Statue of Liberty, is expected to remain largely intact.

Freedom Tower has already suffered scrutiny for having only 70 office floors (much of the upper tower is unoccupiable open lattice) and, before that, for accusations of cronyism in the selection of its architectural team. While its cornerstone was laid 11 months ago, what could be the world’s tallest building is now slated for 2010 completion. C.C. Sullivan

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE SHAKE-UP

A major staff restructuring at the National Park Service (NPS) in May resulted in a new Keeper of the National Register of Historic Places. Janet Matthews, the associate director of cultural resources for the agency, removed 10-year-veteran Carol D. Shull from the keeper position and appointed herself to the post. Shull will run a new office for Heritage Education Services that aims to enhance the public’s understanding of preservation issues. Matthews, a former Florida preservation officer, wrote to her staff that the changes were to promote “more efficiency” in the NPS cultural offices.

A park service spokesman, David Barna, said the move was designed to put more clout behind the post by raising the rank of keeper “to a career senior executive.”

Shull’s removal has rankled some in the preservation community. Ian Brown, an anthropology professor at the University of Alabama, resigned from the NPS National Historic Landmarks Committee in protest and wrote that Shull “does not deserve the treatment that she has received.” Bradford McKee

A.I.A. SELECTS SUSTAINABLE CITIES

In April, the AIA Center for Communities by Design selected five metropolitan areas to be test cases in its new Sustainable Design Assessment Team program. These locales—Oklahoma City; Cache County, Utah; Forest City, North Carolina; and Pittsfield and Northampton, Massachusetts—will each receive $20,000 from the AIA for a community assessment of sustainability, to be performed by a collaborative team of architects, planners, economic development specialists, and related professionals. The team will advise the communities on issues including air and water quality, economic diversification, and development pressures in rural areas. Each city will host a preliminary visit; a three-day on-site survey followed by a detailed report; a conference call six months later to review progress; and a follow-up visit one year down the line. Anna Holtzman

The GSA and the National Park Service chose Brooklyn-based architect Rodney Léon to design the African Burial Ground memorial in New York City, to be completed by 2006.
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THE NEW SUBURBANISM

From older communities to brand-new towns, it takes a village to make suburbia work. by Joel Kotkin

For much of its recent history, the city of Fullerton, California, situated some 22 miles south of Los Angeles, remained—at least to the outside eye—just another part of Southern California's ever-expanding suburban sprawl. By the 1970s, the city's once-vibrant downtown had gone the way of so many others, deserted by shoppers who were drawn to the ubiquitous surrounding malls.

Over the past two decades, however, and most particularly since the 1990s, downtown Fullerton has enjoyed a remarkable rebirth, with a significant amount of new housing and a flourishing array of shops and restaurants. Older buildings are being retrofitted, including the city's 1925 Fox Theater.

Fullerton's resurgence as a social and cultural center for both its 126,000 residents and people from nearby communities is representative of a new dynamic that is sweeping America's outer periphery: the suburban village. Defined as a reconstituted—or brand-new—center for a suburb, the suburban village tries to reconcile Americans' desires for space and security with a fundamental quest for community. It seeks to humanize the suburban experience and create options for residents. Its promoters don't hold out hope that suburbanites will sell their cars and become strap-hanging urbanites, but that they will instead accept and even celebrate the ideals of family, property ownership, and independence.

A NEW SUBURBANISM?
The rise of suburban villages represents a new epoch in the development of the metropolitan periphery. Rejecting the urbanist notion that clings to the primacy of the city center, At the turn of the last century British planner Ebenezer Howard envisaged "garden cities," prototypical towns that are not dissimilar to today's suburban villages. the successful suburban village can coexist happily with neighboring single-family residences. It allows suburbs to be more than mere appendages of the downtown core; they become something approximating a self-contained town. This phenomenon is part of what Randall Jackson, president of The Planning Center, a consulting firm based in Costa Mesa, California, calls "new suburbanism."

In contrast to New Urbanism, new suburbanism tries to work within sprawl rather than fight it. Promoters seek not a return to the dense urban paradigm of Jane Jacobs but instead the creation of an archipelago of villages connected not only by roads (and sometimes trains) but also by new communications technology. While it may sometimes follow the design principles created by New Urbanists, the suburban village embraces the reality of dispersion and encourages less dependence on long-range commuting, including to the urban core. It looks less to the urban past of the industrial era and more to the postindustrial future of a new village-dominated epoch.

Although fairly recent in its current incarnation, new suburbanism can trace its origins to the notions of the early-twentieth-century British planner Ebenezer Howard, who advocated the creation of "garden cities" on the suburban periphery (above). These self-sufficient towns, with populations of roughly 30,000, would have their own employment bases, neighborhoods of pleasant cottages, and surrounding
buffers of rural areas. Few developments based on Howard's model were built, but many idealistic designers shared a similar desire to create what James Rouse, the late developer of the 1960s planned town of Columbia, Maryland, described as "a sense of place at each level of community in which a person can feel a sense of belonging."

EXPANDING OUTWARD

Until recently, such efforts have been overshadowed by a more pervasive form of suburban development. Places like Levittown, New York, represented the postwar paradigm, housing the burgeoning middle class in what to a large extent served as bedrooms for the still-dominant urban cores. New suburbanism offers to correct the excesses of sprawl without trying to reengineer the fundamentally dispersed nature of the American metropolis. Indeed, despite the well-developed cant about a "return to the city" that is trumpeted every decade or so, the vast majority of U.S. metropolitan growth—well over 90 percent since 1950—has been in suburban and exurban areas, most notably in the west and south. The numbers even in the last decade are staggering: Between 1990 and 2000, the growth of America's suburbs in the 50 largest metropolitan areas was more than 17 million people; in contrast, the total growth of the urban core was 3 million.

These trends gain particular relevance in light of an expected U.S. population surge in the first half of the twenty-first century—up from roughly 300 million to 400 million—that will take place overwhelmingly on the suburban periphery. Two major forces underpin this demographic shift: immigration and retirement patterns. During the 1990s, immigrants accounted for roughly one-third of the nation's total population growth of 32 million, the largest such increase in American history. Some urbanists see these new residents as potential saviors of the inner city. But increasingly, immigrants, like other Americans, head for the suburbs as soon as they can afford to make the move. In fact, they may prove to be the primary customers for the new suburban villages. Many, however, face challenges in finding affordable housing anywhere near their jobs on the suburban periphery. As a result, they may well be attracted to revived suburban cores and new villages, which tend to have mixed-income housing. In redeveloped areas like those in Fullerton, immigrants have already emerged as primary consumers of townhouses.

The other demographic group is the aging "empty nest" set. There are some clear indications about the destinations of these "downshifting boomers," as Brookings Institution demographer William H. Frey calls them. Most retirees in the first bloc of boomers appear to be sticking pretty close to the suburbs, where roughly three out of four now reside, according to Sandi Rosenbloom, a professor of urban planning and gerontology at the University of Arizona. "Everybody in this business wants to talk about the person who moves downtown, but it's basically a 'man-bites-dog story,'" Rosenbloom observes. "Most people retire in place. When they move, they don't move downtown; they move to the fringes of suburbia."

PAN-U.S. PHENOMENON

Suburban villages are either being built or proposed throughout the country. Massive new developments, replete with housing, shopping, and transit connections, have already been created throughout large parts of suburban Southern California, around Chicago, in the Washington, D.C., environs, and outside Salt Lake City. These developments are also occurring in existing communities that not long ago were simply parts of aging inner-ring suburbs, such
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Prefabricated construction—a catchall term that includes everything from preassembled wall sections to self-contained dwelling modules—seems to experience a revival every few decades. R. Buckminster Fuller and Edward Larrabee Barnes experimented with modular single-family residences in the 1940s. A generation later, in the 1960s, Archigram, Moshe Safdie, Paul Rudolph, and many others explored the idea of “plug-in cities”—preassembled dwelling units grouped on an urban scale. During the housing boom of the 1980s, the country’s second-largest residential builder was Cardinal Industries, a developer of modular apartment blocks.

Storied as prefab is, it has its perennial critics. They complain that its often-repetitive volumes and sparse finishes betray the cheapskate agenda of many developers. But prefab’s defenders believe that, this time, it’s here to stay. And they point to a host of intriguing projects that may finally lay to rest many lingering criticisms.

Their new argument rests, principally, on the idea that computer technology now enables off-site fabricators to produce higher-quality housing than on-site construction teams can. Also, by marrying CAD directly with production machinery, digital directives coming straight from an architect’s computer screen are removing the middleman on the way to the factory (see “Quick and Bright,” page 65). So prefab, its boosters contend, is poised to irrevocably alter the traditional tripartite balance of architect, contractor, and client—giving architects, at long last, the upper hand. Skeptics dispute this, of course, maintaining that prefab construction will only become widespread when clients find it financially beneficial. They say that prefab’s best hope lies in finding a lasting niche.

As architects’ infatuation with prefab runs hot and cold, fortunes in the modular-construction industry have also waxed and waned. Prefabrication allowed Walt Disney World’s Contemporary Resort in Orlando to open in record time in 1971—units were assembled and furnished in a factory, then trucked to the site and slid into the A-frame structure like dresser drawers. But plans to swap out the rooms for regularly scheduled renovations had to be shelved when the building’s settling unexpectedly locked the rooms into place. By the late 1980s, Cardinal Industries began a slide that would end in bankruptcy. Its new owner dabbled in modular construction but got cold feet over a lack of design flexibility and ultimately decided against pursuing it.

THIS TIME, THEY MEAN IT
What makes prefab’s current resurgence different—and perhaps more viable—is that architects and the manufacturers of modular systems are finally speaking the same language, through CAD/CAM programs that can “talk” to factory-floor robotics. This technology could prove to be prefab’s gestalt,
Far from restricting creativity, prefabrication can sometimes foster it. Valerio Dewalt Train Associates’ design for a Miglin Properties hotel in Chicago (left) contains cantilevered volumes that would be difficult to build on site. Meanwhile, condominium buyers at Chad Oppenheim’s Cube in Miami (right) have a choice of joining their living modules vertically or laterally.

according to James Timberlake, a partner in Philadelphia-based KieranTimberlake Associates. He believes that CAD/CAM enables project teams to produce buildings that combine the best skills of architects and manufacturers. This is possible because the CAM side of the equation, in particular, enables “mass customization”—a variety of essentially duplicative designs but with certain components altered to fit specific usage requirements. Computers used in factory settings, meanwhile, are enabling parts manufacturers to adjust their machinery to produce different components without retooling an entire line, saving time and creating production efficiencies. “In 10 years, perhaps even five,” Timberlake ventures, “a majority of projects in certain building types are going to get built this way.”

For his part, Timberlake is experimenting with prefab components and wholesale modular systems in such projects as a residential quad at Yale University, where he designed “Upper Court,” a new 24-bed dormitory composed of 33 modular units. Assembled off-site by Lebanon, New Jersey’s Kullman Industries, a pioneering diner manufacturer, these modules measured roughly 11 feet by 30 feet and arrived on site completely finished, down to their brick cladding.

As it did in its early years, prefabrication can mean savings in labor and construction costs, but it no longer means the end results are cheap and chintzy. In his Cube project, a luxury condominium tower in Miami, architect Chad Oppenheim is giving thought to having his lavish, spa-like bathrooms prefabricated by an Italian manufacturer. “We’ve always had trouble getting precision work from contractors,” he says. “By having everything built in a controlled factory environment with computer measurements, we’re hoping that will allow us to increase craftsmanship.”

And despite the complaints that prefab is limiting, some architects have found that it can also be liberating. Joe Valerio, a principal of Chicago’s Valerio Dewalt Train Associates (VDTA), points out that prefab allows architects to specify cantilevered volumes or longer spans on sites where topography and other constraints would normally prohibit them. Such heroic gestures don’t require on-site scaffolding and formwork.

FAST FORWARD

Prefab’s main advantage over conventional construction remains speed—Yale’s Upper Court, for instance, came together in less than a week—and that holds for both large- and small-scale projects. In 2001, the owner of a 3,000-square-foot apartment in a converted Manhattan factory building hired VDTA to design the interior. When the client gave the firm only a month to do so, Valerio turned to prefabrication. The finished apartment is essentially a 3-D jigsaw puzzle of lustrous sheet-metal panels, each cut as detailed in shop drawings produced with MicroStation modeling software, and then shipped to the site.

The other advantage prefabrication has over conventional construction is that it is less disruptive, which makes it ideally suited for projects that are constrained by existing structures or sensitive neighbors or sites. In London, developer First Penthouse designs, prefabricates, and sells modular apartments that it hoists into place on top of existing buildings. Prefab, in this sense, is the ultimate form of infill development, and this could well be its lasting market segment, believes Hakan Olsson, First Penthouse’s managing director.
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IS PREFAB PREMATURE?

Even skeptics concede that modular construction is ideally suited for infill development, but they argue that even prefab and CAD/CAM combined will not be enough to alter the balance of power among contractors, architects, and their clients. One critic is Stephen A. Moore, who directs the sustainable-design program at the University of Texas in Austin. In the late 1960s, he was part of a team that designed apartments suitable for a modular-housing program run by the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD). HUD cancelled the program prematurely, though, and this experience showed Moore that the only way innovations catch on is when they are both politically and financially expedient.

“All technological change is also political change,” Moore contends. “We’ve seen any number of technologies come and go just like we’ve seen prefabrication come and go. It’s not that there’s an inevitable intelligence that lies inside some machines and not in others. That’s not why technologies become adopted. They become adopted because the majority of people see it in their [financial] interest, and that’s a political change.”

CAD/CAM-driven prefab would seem to face an uphill battle against the same entrenched interests it faced 30 years ago, namely the construction trades, but there are signs of movement. Kullman hires unionized trades in its factory, for example, and Pulte Homes, the nation’s second-largest homebuilder, now sells modular single-family houses in suburban Washington, D.C.

HERE’S SOMETHING SPECIAL

Yet despite these developments, prefab building remains a specialized method, and it has not come close to delivering on all of its theoretical promises. Because each project is often like a prototype, for example, many developers have yet to reap the financial benefits of mass production, so quantifying prefab’s economic benefits remains difficult. Some architects, including Sebastian Mariscal, a principal of MS-31 in San Diego, enthuse that off-site fabrication can save between 5 percent and 10 percent in materials and labor costs: There’s less wasted material, and construction accidents are also reduced. Other architects, though, argue that prefab currently costs more than conventional product simply because they and contractors are learning as they go.

For many clients, saving even 10 percent is not a compelling enough reason to suffer the headaches of working with what still seem to be experimental construction techniques. Yet what excites everyone is prefab’s time savings. And time, as clients love to remind their architects, is money.

James Murdock writes about architecture, real estate, and business. He is a contributing editor of Multi-Housing News, and can be heard on American Public Media’s “Marketplace.”
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While architecture firms pursue new work through a variety of avenues—from professional marketing teams and glossy promotional materials to a junior architect tapped to answer RFPs—the best job leads are often obtained via word of mouth. And some of the most useful leads come from the allied professions: consultants and contractors. This wisdom is common knowledge among marketing professionals in the A/E/C industry, yet architects—who tend to shy away from words like "networking"—don't always realize the potential in their contact with jobsite associates.

"It's such a relationship industry," says Kacey Clagett, development director at SmithGroup in San Francisco. "Sometimes people forget that and they think that it's only about design." Marketing consultant Kenneth Caldwell, who works with architects in the Bay Area, explains that consultants—such as land surveyors and engineers and niche advisors like theater and sports specialists—are often the first ones to be brought onto a job before an RFP has been formally released. In addition, he points out, "Consultants' profit margins are typically higher than architects', so larger engineering firms, for example, are not afraid to spend more money on good marketing people." In effect, networking with consultants can serve as a form of parasitic marketing.

**RECIPROCAL RELATIONSHIPS**

So how do you get consultants to share leads with you? Scott Kelsey, principal at Anshen+Allen Los Angeles, relates, "We have a group of consultants with whom we have positive working relationships, and we share information both ways." Even when job complications arise, adds James McCown, marketing director at Boston firm Schwartz/Silver Architects, maintaining friendly relations is key, "Because if that relationship sours, there's nothing the marketing director can do to network with them in the future." Yet simply getting along on the jobsite is not enough. "Some people wait until current work dries up," Clagett says. "You should always be hunting down the next leads." Also, she relates, "It's always good to check in with your past relationships, because you never know, someone who was doing health-care before could be doing biotech now."

Depending on what type of work a firm does and where it's located, opinions on where the best leads come from vary. According to Clagett, contractors are often brought onto a job first because of their involvement in the project's budget. Caldwell offers a different point of view: "In San Francisco, because it's a seismically active zone, structural engineers often get called up first," he says. For projects such as theaters, sporting facilities, and concert halls, he adds, it's often the specialists who get in on the project earliest. Meanwhile, Schwartz/Silver principal Warren Schwartz maintains that "M/E/P engineers seem to have more leads. Universities have an ongoing need for them, so they may be tapped in on an ongoing basis."

One of the most effective ways of leveraging one's contacts with consultants is getting introductions to potential clients before a new job opens up. Jill Capanna, marketing director at Anshen+Allen LA, relates an example involving Texas A&M University, which currently has an RFP out for a research building. A lab planner alerted her firm to the project over a year ago, giving her the opportunity to follow up with the client before the RFP was released. "When you meet with a future client before they have a project on the table," says Anshen's Kelsey, "they're apt to be less formal, more open, and more clear about what they want." In the end, no matter how strong your RFP submission is, maintains Kelsey, nothing beats the old-fashioned power of connecting a name to a face.
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on the boards

Kohn Pedersen Fox | New Songdo City Master Plan | Incheon, South Korea

Big and brash doesn’t begin to describe it: At $25 billion and swallowing 1,500 acres of reclaimed tidal flatlands in Incheon, the megadevelopment called New Songdo City, 40 miles from Seoul, is Korea’s largest ever, and the first with a foreign developer. To make the most of this clean slate, master-planner Kohn Pedersen Fox (KPF) compiled a rangy list of urban precepts and archetypes to emulate aspects of the world’s great cities. From conceptual schema (organic “atopia,” planned heterogeneity) and hard zoning rules (graduated densities and floor-area ratios, or FARs) come au courant city traits: density; pedestrian friendliness; a faint cast of environmentalism; commercial hubs contrasting with “garden” residential zones; and a mixed-use “synergy” downtown. The result departs from Korean zoning rules—low, uniform FARs and the separation of building types by block—and market preferences (New Songdo City has townhouses, not apartment towers). Still, the city’s 100,000 residents, commuters, and visitors can enjoy tree-dotted boulevards and a seawater canal lined with retail and cultural promenades. (And a short drive away is Incheon International Airport, which instantly became one of Asia’s busiest when it opened in 2001.) The first phase—a convention center by KPF and a residential block—is currently under construction; the rest is scheduled to be built over the next decade. C.C. Sullivan

Perkins+Will | Universidade Agostinho Neto | Luana, Angola

Following decades of civil war, a sustained peace in Angola has paved the way for redevelopment, including a national university for 17,000 students in the semi-arid southern edge of Luana, the capital city. The architects divided the sparsely vegetated, slightly rolling parcel of 5,000 acres into three zones, with an academic core sandwiched between research facilities to the south and housing for students and faculty to the north. They oriented the campus 19 degrees east of the north-south axis, roughly perpendicular to the prevailing winds, for effective cooling and shading of buildings. An elliptical ring road minimizes vehicular traffic in the academic zone, where pedestrian streets, courts, and quadrangles pinwheel off of a central ceremonial space. The first phase of the 6.5 million-square-foot master plan, including classroom facilities and a main library, is underway. Materials include concrete, steel windows, and galvanized-steel roofs and a system of shading devices over secondary exterior circulation paths and courts. Abby Bussel
Situated at the crossroads of South Boston, downtown, and an industrial area, the 350,000-square-foot MacAllen mixed-use residential wedge strives to respect its multifaceted context while at the same time addressing trends toward flexibility of space in urban living. A staggered-truss system allows residents to configure the units to specific needs within wide, columnless spaces. Façade treatments address the varied building types in surrounding areas, morphing from a six-story brick exterior on the east side with street-level retail spaces (to fit into South Boston's low-rise fabric) to a 13-story glass curtain wall interrupted by vertical fins of varying depths to reduce heat gain on the more industrial-looking west face. The north and south sides are clad in a rainscreen of bronzed-aluminum panels. The complex sits atop three levels of parking (one subterranean) and has a green roof with communal gardens. All of the building's 144 market-rate residential units have been sold, though construction began only last month. Katie Gerfen
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Before the first line was drawn, sustainability was a vital part of the plan for the Lillis Business Complex. The goal was to design a building that demonstrated environmental stewardship.

No problem. All it took was one phone call to The Vistawall Group for its green team of products, including curtain wall featuring scores of photovoltaic panels, storefront, doors, and windows.
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The Body Politic

Memorial architecture may be the most challenging of design propositions. It must speak a language both universal and individual. Especially when it stands in public space—be it Ground Zero in Lower Manhattan or in Berlin, near the former headquarters of the Third Reich. To take on a particular symbolism is to embrace some of us, and put off others. To make a moral statement is to ensure both supporters and detractors. To prescribe a particular method of remembrance is one age-old approach. To insist that individual experience override all else is another, perhaps riskier way—just ask Maya Lin.

Peter Eisenman, in collaboration with artist Richard Serra, chose the latter with his Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe. On five Berlin acres—an expanse too small for some, and too large for others—the architect has built a field of steles. There is no “you are here to mourn or repent” sign, only undulating pathways lined with concrete blocks, slanting slightly this way and that.

Go in. Turn away. The choice is for each of us alone.
MEMORY FIELD

In Berlin, remembrance is open to interpretation at Peter Eisenman’s Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe.

BY MAX PAGE | PHOTOGRAPHS BY JAN BITTER
There is a derisive German word for memorials: *Kranzwerfstellen*, meaning “wreath-throwing places.” It denotes a place not where memory is provoked, but where it is buried, and where politicians come because it is required—not to reckon seriously with the past.

Berlin has more than its share of Kranzwerfstellen. It hardly seems possible that the city needs another memorial, or that it could be successful. From the start of the movement 17 years ago to create a national memorial to the Jews murdered by Nazi Germany, there have been many, this writer included, who have been skeptical of the value of adding yet another space for contemplation of the Holocaust.

But there in the heart of reunified Berlin, something new and eerily compelling has just opened. Set on five acres, the Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe bears no sign, has no single entrance, no center, no endpoint, and no explanation. A 1997 competition-winning design by Peter Eisenman and Richard Serra (who quit the project when then-Chancellor Helmut Kohl insisted on changes the artist found objectionable), it is a forest of 2,711 dark concrete stelae, each 3 feet wide, nearly 8 feet long, with heights varying to more than 13 feet, all of them tilting at various angles. They form a grid of undulating pathways just 3 feet wide, forcing people to walk single file among the blocks. On the perimeter, the stelae are like benches and invite people to sit on them; toward the center they grow in height so that when standing beside them, visitors can see the city only in the distance.

The memorial is unsettling because it does not call on its visitors to perform an emotional ritual of somber faces, shaking heads, and silence. They are drawn in by curiosity and soon find themselves alone amid the stelae, or briefly confronted by another person who’s just turned a corner. They come face to face, and must look into each other’s eyes for a moment.

**Sentiment-Free Memory**

The assurance of the grid—of the rational, ordered world—is undermined by the tilting, teetering stelae. The Jews of prewar Germany felt they lived in the most progressive of countries, the heart of European cosmopolitanism of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, only to find that the world they enjoyed and helped build had rejected them in the most violent way. This is the closest the memorial has to a message. Unlike Libeskind’s kitschy references at Ground Zero to the slurry wall as like the American Constitution, or the “Freedom Tower” and its crassly symbolic, 1,776-foot height, there are no lessons offered in neat rhetorical packages at the Berlin memorial.

This is a memorial for adults and an adult nation. The design assumes a mature citizenry and a democracy that recognizes that responsibility for confronting a nation’s past crimes rests not only with the culprits but with future generations as well. The memorial does not inculcate or preach. It challenges. A young German woman said as much to a reporter deep in the field of stelae: “I hope people see that we are trying to confront our history. Maybe we can never, should never, be forgiven. But this memorial is our-way of saying we are not ignoring the past.”

The location of the memorial itself says this as much as does the design. It is set at the very heart of the city’s economic, political, and symbolic core. A few hundred yards to the north is the Reichstag, the reunified Germany’s parliament building. The same distance to the south is Potsdamer Platz, something like Berlin’s Times Square, with 1990s towers by star architects clustered around a Sony entertainment complex. Immediately across the street from the memorial is the site of the new American embassy. On the other side stand the brand-new government buildings of each of the German states. Finally, just to the east of the memorial are prefabricated apartment buildings from the last years of the East German regime—these buildings occupy the site of Hitler’s headquarters. His bunker, which lies unmarked allegedly so that neo-Nazis will not use it as a rallying site, sits somewhere below one of the parking lots. This area is the Nazi’s “ground zero.”

To grasp the importance of the location, just imagine the impossible: The United States builds a monument to American slavery in front of the Washington Monument, with views directed toward the White House and the Capitol (both built with slave labor). This is what Germany has done.

**An Open Gesture**

The German press has focused on the teenagers who have climbed atop the columns and the children who have found the memorial to be a perfect place to play hide-and-seek. And, yes, there was already some graffiti on a small number of the blocks. These critiques assume that this is someone else’s sacred space, where certain forms of decorum are required. But Peter Eisenman rejects this notion. For an architect who has managed to enrage others for two decades with obtuse writing and designs that sometimes fail to provide habitable spaces, he has made a remarkably open gesture in Berlin. Eisenman has said publicly that he has no rules for the use of the memorial. This is why its success or failure will only be known years from now. Will it become a place of gathering and reflection, a true public space? Or will it become an abstract sculpture that soon seems dated?

Just as Maya Lin’s Vietnam Veterans Memorial only gained its true power when visitors chose to make pencil rubbings of inscribed names and created personal shrines with objects left behind, so too this memorial will have to find its uses in German national life. On opening day last month, roses were left on some of the stelae; a note was attached to a sapling planted on the memorial’s edge; some stones were placed atop a low block, in the Jewish tradition of tribute to the dead.

This memorial, however, might provoke something very different than the Vietnam memorial. History is the angry retort to the optimist. Nonetheless, I left the field of stelae hopeful that it might become a place where citizens can reflect, but also meet, make out, make art, argue, and even cry.

Max Page is an associate professor of architecture and history at the University of Massachusetts in Amherst.
Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe, Berlin

client: Stiftung Denkmal Für Die Ermordeten Juden Europas design architect: Eisenman Architects, New York City—Peter Eisenman (design principal); Richard Rosson (associate); Sebastian Mittendorfer, Ingeborg Rocker (project designers); Matteo Cainer, Gordana Jakimovska, Yangsong Ma, Matias Musacchio, Emmanuel Petit, Kai Peterson, Wiebke Schneider, Oliver Zorn (design team); Emily Abruzzo, Jean-Paul Amato, Lars Bachmann, Markos Beuerlein, Walter Wulf Boettger, Volker Bollig, Anja Brueggemann, Artur Carulla, Stefano Colombo, Nina Delius, Constantin Doehler, Hayley Eber, Alexa Eissfeldt, Karsten Fiebigger, Juliane Fisher, Christian Guttack, Bart Hollanders, Nadine Homann, Peter Hufer, Julia Hochgesand, Tilman Kriesel, Christian Lange, Jakob Ohm Laursen, Dirk LeBlanc, Philipp Muessigmann, Claire Sà, Nicole Schindler, Stephanie Streich, Minako Tanaka, Wolf von Trotha, Karen Weber (project assistants) design-concept consultant: Richard Serra landscape architecture: Olin Partnership engineer: Happold Ingenierbuero construction manager: Architekt Manfred Schasler area: 205,000 square feet cost: $32 million
A site plan shows the locations of stelae and topographic contours (facing page). The subterranean information center (above), which was added to the program after the Eisenman-Serra design was selected, detracts from the power of the memorial by suggesting that the stelae are simply an artistic introduction to the museum. Visitors themselves will determine which will dominate: the mysterious memoriescape above or the exhibition below.
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<tr>
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<th>North-South Sections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
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THE MUSEUM OF CHANCE

Herzog & de Meuron thinks like an artist—and produces a museum addition as pragmatic as it is unpredictable.

BY THOMAS FISHER | PHOTOGRAPHS BY ALBERT VEČERKA/ESTO
Architecture must be the least spontaneous of the arts. While composers and artists have long explored the unpredictable, from John Cage’s variable musical scores to Jackson Pollack’s action paintings, architects have often felt compelled to rationalize our every move, given the cost and complexity of building. Which is why the Walker Art Center’s new addition, designed by Herzog & de Meuron (in association with Hammel, Green and Abrahamson) stands as such a significant achievement: It embraces the idea of chance in ways that few architects have.

Extending uphill from the existing brick-clad museum designed by Edward Larrabee Barnes in 1971, the addition consists of a glass-and-stucco-clad base—containing galleries, offices, service areas, and a “town square”—on top of which stands a dented, crumpled cube housing a performance hall, restaurant, and entertainment space. Facing a major thoroughfare in Minneapolis, the addition provides a piece of public art on a grand scale—and a sly reflection of its surroundings.

DISORDERLY CONTEXT
Christine Binswanger, the partner at Herzog & de Meuron in charge of the design, recognized that randomness pervades the Walker’s context. The new cube, for example, which stands askew of the city’s grid, responds to the similarly off-kilter orientation of nearby civic buildings, including the city’s Catholic basilica, Episcopal cathedral, and Methodist church. Like all good public art, Binswanger’s scheme draws our attention to something that has long existed in the landscape but gone largely overlooked.

But she and her fellow designers also saw in that randomness an organizing principle for the building itself. While the addition’s galleries have the same rectangular shape and proportions as those in the Barnes building, the relationship among the new galleries has an accidental quality, like the pieces of paper that Jacques Herzog flung across a table at a public lecture at the Walker when asked to describe the building’s plan. The meandering circulation space that results from this scattering of rooms recalls an expressionist stage set or a medieval street, with sloping brown-brick floors, leaning polished-plaster walls, and jagged paisley-patterned entryways, aimed at encouraging random encounters of people with art and one another.

RANDOM ACTS OF CLADDING
Most discoveries, of course, occur by chance, as is evident in the design of the addition’s exterior. Given the lobbies, stairs, and dining spaces around its perimeter, it hardly mattered where windows went in the cube. The architects studied the elevations by folding, cutting, and unfolding possible cladding materials, like a game of paper dolls gone wild. Eventually, questions of cost and ease of construction led to reducing the number of openings, with a few large, asymmetrical windows
illuminating the major interior spaces and some small, hexagonal windows providing views of the city. Yet the architects’ process revealed how enough random acts could produce highly functional results.

At the same time, enough repetition can enhance our perception of random differences, as artists such as Andy Warhol and Gerhard Richter have shown. That paradox arose in the cladding of the Walker addition. Because a rainscreen wall allows the outer surface to be almost anything, the architects explored a range of materials from the peculiar (wood shingles, slumped glass) to the poetic (copper, aluminum, and fabric). The last of these had almost been selected when, in a full-scale demonstration, the internally illuminated fabric skin revealed itself to be a major bug attractor—not a good idea in mosquito-heavy Minnesota. At the last minute, the architects returned to earlier cladding studies, arriving at an innovative solution of aluminum-mesh “pillows” that have a randomly crinkled outer surface and a flat inner surface attached to a low-cost insulated wall (see page 52). The four edges of the 4-foot-square pillows have the same profile, allowing the panels to butt together in any orientation, both easing their installation and creating nonrepeating patterns on the exterior. Here, order allows randomness to occur.

The Walker’s addition stands, appropriately enough, somewhere between architecture and art, serving the needs of the client in a series of compelling spaces while also raising questions about the relationships between repetition and randomness and between order and disorder through tactile, material means. Such questions underlie every work of architecture, although unexpected occurrences often don’t happen in buildings until after their completion. What Herzog & de Meuron has done is embrace the dynamics of chance in the design itself, showing how randomness can be a reasonable architectural response.

Contributing editor Thomas Fisher is dean of the College of Architecture and Landscape Architecture at the University of Minnesota.
Herzog & de Meuron's skewed cube forms the iconic focal point of their Walker Art Center addition, jutting out over Hennepin Avenue (pages 46 and 47). At the back of the museum, a sprawling green campus distances the institution from surrounding structures (preceding pages). The Hennepin lounge, with Herzog & de Meuron–designed slumped-glass chandeliers, runs adjacent to Hennepin Avenue at ground level (top left). For visitors congregating outside the bookstore in the entry lobby, an aperture in the underside of the mesh cube reveals a view into the restaurant above (top right). The ceiling of a gallery entry reveals the paisley pattern that is repeated, at different scales, throughout the building (above left). On the lobby level, viewing bays face a film and video information booth (above right).
1 entrance
2 gallery
3 lounge
4 shop
5 shop office
6 parking
7 outdoor gallery
8 offices
9 theater
10 loading area
11 terrace
12 special event space

second-floor plan

ground-floor plan

north-south section
At the Walker Art Center, Jacques Herzog and Pierre de Meuron continue their unflinching quest for a novel, modern language of ornamentation, this time transforming industrial banal into nothing less than high baroque. Cladding its cantilevered, silvery mass is expanded aluminum (often seen in fan vents, fireplace screens, and industrial filters), a material produced by slitting and stretching sheet stock to create diamond-shaped voids. The designers approached Hopkins, Minnesota–based Spantek with what the company describes as a “drawing of a lacy baroque pattern” in hand. Could they produce a similar effect in anodized aluminum? The manufacturer produced a series of grains, one of which met the visual spec. Then the architects prepared models of the crumpled, creased forms desired for the façade (and, in hand-pounded wood, a mold for the ornate cladding on theater walls inside). An architectural sheet-metal fabricator, M.G. McGrath of Maplewood, Minnesota, tooled up eight stamping dies to produce unique signatures that adequately achieved the visual effect. The architects detailed a boxlike panel with returns at the edges; the creasing patterns were oriented in four different directions, detailed to precisely correspond to adjacent units. Based on the building geometry, the design called for five different panel sizes, which were installed individually.

1. mesh panel
2. insulated metal panel system
3. aluminum framing
4. stainless-steel standoff bracket
5. flashing
6. steel structure

Walker Art Center, Minneapolis

client: Walker Art Center client representative: Tegra Group design architect: Herzog & de Meuron, Basel, Switzerland—Jacques Herzog, Pierre de Meuron (principals); Nandini Bagchee, Carlos Bautista, Christine Binswanger, Andrzej Egli, Raphael Forny, Thomas Gluck, Nahyun Hwang, Adrian Kast, Martin Krapp, Rebecca Lowry, Florian Marti, Roberto de Oliveira, Peter Sigrist, Charles Stone, Mathis Tinner, Thomas de Vries (project team) architect of record, engineer, landscape architects, and traffic planner: Hammel, Green and Abrahamson, Minneapolis—Dan Avchen, John Cool, Linda Morrissey, Leigh Rolfsus, Eric Hoffman, Eric Johannessen, Eric Amel, Ryan Bicek, Greg Haley, Tyson McElvain, Grant Reiling, Matt Kreilich, Steve Dwyer, Patrick Thibaudeau, Annette Hardy (project team) consultants: Front (façade); DesVigne-Dalnoky (landscape); Isometrix Lighting + Design (lighting) general contractor and construction manager: M.A. Mortenson cost: $38.2 million area: 110,000 square feet (expansion); 130,000 square feet (renovation)

Specifications and Suppliers

exterior metal panels: M.G. McGrath exterior wall system: Minuti-Ogle glazed curtain wall: Interclad/UAD mesh: Spantek

Visitors access the crinkled-mesh-clad Walker addition from Hennepin Avenue, across from the memorable 1914 Methodist church by Hewitt and Brown. The main lobby and bookshop are accessed beneath a 50-foot cantilever.
As dozens of new residential towers—most of them unremarkable or downright dreadful—have risen from downtown lots in Chicago over the last few years, many have betrayed their developers’ kowtows to the predilections, real or imagined, of an interested mayor. Thought to favor green buildings, crown gestures, and pseudohistoricist detail, Richard M. Daley has helped fast-track projects that met his aims. But the mayor is as powerful as he is fickle: He recently lambasted the overall quality of new condominium projects and subtly lent his support for more modernist arrivals, including Perkins+Will’s Skybridge (2003) and Contemporaine (right), which opened last year.

Despite Daley’s skyline-shaping clout, local critics have heaped more fervent disdain on developers for their lack of savvy. Few multifamily ventures have creatively tapped into the city’s collective psyche to root out innovations in imagery, design, or materiality. (Instead, they’ve treated design as an ersatz expediter—to get plans pushed through.) At least one name stands in contrast: Colin Kihnke, a self-styled modernist entrepreneur who built Contemporaine (and who is now working on two promising low-rise blocks nearby with local designer Brininstool+Lynch), believes equally in Chicago’s modern legacy as in its hives of design-attuned, moneyed cosmopolitans. His residential projects, he exults, are “individual opportunities to create a sculptural art form”; it seemed fitting, therefore, that he tapped Ralph Johnson for a prominent but somewhat disorderly site in the trendy River North area.

Taking a cue from its eclectic context, Johnson conceived of a 15-story, 52-unit homage to Le Corbusier, detailed and scaled suitably for the water towers, industrial lofts, and apartment blocks nearby. Rendered in unfussy raw concrete and flush window walls, the building relies on heroic columns, deep slots, and small cantilevered balconies to break down its mass. Individual floors or dwellings can be read by means of slab edges and protruding balconies, although the extents of the interlocking penthouse units above, with their soaring glass walls, are harder to discern from outside. At the upper floors and at the four-story retail and parking base—separated from the residences by a deep scoring—the block neatly erodes, revealing imposing columns and concrete plates. These monumental gestures, along with the balconies and sloped garage ramps—the latter engagingly readable on the base façade—demonstrate how form-making can generate sheer excitement.

This power is even more tangible at night, given the theatricality of the stacked, graciously illuminated glass houses.
The building's mass erodes at the base and the penthouse levels, revealing monumental columns and plates of cast concrete. The residential tower appears to be separated from the base of parking and storefront (facing page). City code sets aside 25 percent of the ground floor for retail; currently a Swedish furniture shop is in the space.
Yet it is from within Contemporaine’s dwellings, with their point-blank skyline views and vertigo-inducing perimeter glass, that the essential mindset of Kihnke and Johnson becomes apparent. Several of the relatively young and affluent but otherwise diverse occupants remark on their home’s “ultramodern” sensibility, but they point out its appropriateness to the city and local context. Most bought larger units than Kihnke marketed, so 52 units merged into 28. And while their association has been short—most moved in last year—they’ve already agreed to “maintain the consistency of the architecture” by policing one another’s window treatments and balcony uses.

**A COMMON FRAME**

On one of the upper, sculptural floors, a terrace garden designed by Hoichi Kurisu provides contrast and some relief to the memorable rooftop tableau of post and folded plate. The plantings and rocks belong to one of four formally interlocking penthouses (each with glass walls of up to 32 feet high), occupied by a collector of Neil Goodman’s rustbelt-inspired sculpture. “As soon as I stepped out of the elevator, I said, ‘That’s it, I have to build a Japanese garden,’” the emphatic owner recalls. His interior décor combines an Asian sensibility with modern furnishings in caramel and chocolate hues.

Most units are less stylistically eccentric. In a smallish middle-floor apartment, an athletic-looking policeman kept Kihnke’s standard but trendy offerings: hardwood floors, a razor-edged “European-style” kitchen, dark granite countertops, and marble baths. Other occupants, like a real-estate entrepreneur in a half-floor penthouse, upgraded finishes and fixtures seemingly to boost the underlying aesthetic: to remain muted and calm while the vibrant cityscape outside, with its enjoyable hodgepodge of colors and shapes, takes over.

Most occupants left their concrete columns and slab undersides exposed; they seem attached to the rough, unfinished surfaces, frequently talking of them during a recent walk-through. “The earthy tone pulls everything together,” says one owner, who, like the others, is as eager to define the image of his host structure as to contribute to its visual aspect. It’s ultramodern, yes, they say, but grounded—to the neighborhood, the city, and the concrete grid and clayey earth below.

Like its occupying community, this building stands out from its contemporaries. Yet it’s no oddball: It just suggests a fresh path for Chicago residential works. Instead of gaudy paint and faux articulation, Contemporaine charms with pure sculpting and textures (mullions and form ties) and adopts a compositional, neighborly stance rather than trying to overpower the competition. And while one can find fault in the outcome—the palette is chilly and the flat, reflective envelope loses materiality under a certain light—its attitude befits Chicago’s legacy and its friendly, sophisticated, function-minded populace. Yes, it’s “ultra.” Okay, it has its epic moments. But this is a utilitarian and casually real building, adroitly made into market-worthy art by a thinking developer and an inventive architect.

In raw concrete and flush window wall, the building suits its eclectic context (facing page). Penthouse units feature terraces and high ceilings (right).
Contemporaine, Chicago
client: CMK Development
architecture: Perkins+Will, Chicago—Ralph Johnson (design principal); Dave Gutierrez, Nicol Chervenak (project managers); Fereidoon Afshari (technical principal); Bryan Schabel (senior designer); Marius Ronnet (project architect); Raymond Coleman (specifications); Curt Behnke, Cengiz Yetkin, Nicolette Daly, Steve Santucci (project team)
interior designers: Richar Interiors, Maison de Samantha (penthouses)
landscape designer: Kurisu International (terrace garden)
engineers: C.E. Anderson (structural); McGuire Engineers (M/E/P, fire protection); Terra Engineering (civil)
design-build contractors: AMS Mechanical (M/E/P); New Aspen (electrical); C.J. Erikson (plumbing); US Fire Protection Illinois (fire protection)
construction manager: McShane
area: 96,000 square feet
cost: $14 million

Specifications and Suppliers
structure: Concrete Structures of the Midwest
No matter what your design challenges are...

Spacesaver offers total storage solutions with the widest array of standard and customizable products in the industry. Spacesaver will partner with you to bring your unique design to life. To speak with a qualified professional storage specialist, give us a call at 1-800-492-3434. There is no cost or obligation.
GLASS ACT

Inspired by its neighboring river, Baton Rouge’s Shaw Center gets a single-glazed rainscreen skin.

by Anna Holtzman

Sited on the banks of the Mississippi River, the Shaw Center for the Arts (May 2005, page 52) gives Baton Rouge a new skyline-making landmark, as well as a milestone in materials usage: Architects Schwartz/Silver of Boston describe the cladding as the first-ever single-glazed rainscreen made of channel glass.

An unorthodox choice for a rainscreen—a system more typically rendered in metal—channel glass presented several design challenges. “The sun is strong in Baton Rouge,” principal Warren Schwartz relays, “so we wanted the glass to have a lot of depth.” The designers turned the vertically installed channels outward and capped the leading edge of the channel flanges in aluminum edging, placing corrugated aluminum 6 inches behind the glass and creating a complex play of shadows. “It’s an active, luminous surface both day and night,” says Schwartz. In addition, the glass channels’ nested configuration—both Cs face each other—provides insulating pockets of 2.5 inches of airspace.

To further invigorate the building’s surface, the architects varied the widths, lengths—up to 22 feet—and tints of the channels. (Narrower channels have a greater concentration of green-hued iron.) To prevent damage from passersby, they turned the channels at street level inward, sandblasting them on the outside and visually setting them off from rest of the building.

Due to its location in a hurricane zone, the building had to sustain 100-mile-per-hour winds, so the architects placed intermediate supports behind the channels to hold them off the building, and a lattice of structural tubing throughout the façade to connect the supports to the main structure. Where the supports meet the glass surface, they appear as small points, adding yet another layer of functional ornament.

An additional regional consideration, relates Schwartz, was that, “In Louisiana, you’re likely to get dirt behind the glass” due to the winds. His design team left a 2-inch space between adjacent glass panels, allowing for a cleaning wand to be inserted vertically. The architects also had to field concerns about the possibility of the glass falling off the building, so the aluminum edging was added to prevent broken pieces from falling, and small vertical wires were embedded into the glass.

With a single material, the architects managed to reflect Shaw’s internal diversity—fine-arts museum, performance spaces, educational facilities—onto the building’s skin, which is punctuated by a single window incised at the fifth-level museum lobby. In exchange for the expansive view of the Mississippi that this portal welcomes in, the Shaw Center offers up its own fluid image to the city outside—an image that will soon be as much a symbol of Baton Rouge as the river itself.
Luminosity is the operative word at Toronto’s Lester B. Pearson International Airport. Through its elegant exposed structure and expansive skylights, the three-phase, almost $4 billion project designed by the competition-winning team of Moshe Safdie and Associates, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, and local architect Adamson Associates Architects, creates an ethereal experience in a climate that can be less than uplifting.

Engineering firm Arup created Pearson’s master plan, a 30-year terminal development scheme that allows for the airport to reach an annual capacity of 50 million travelers. The firm has the dubious distinction of having designed the airport’s original terminal in the late 1950s. Its limited capacity made it obsolete upon completion in the mid 1960s, a deficiency only worsened by the introduction of the 747 jumbo jet, which swelled passenger loads. By the 1990s, with new technologies and heightened security requirements further complicating the picture, the airport authority decided to start again from scratch. In anticipation of passenger traffic that will hit 29 million by 2015, the new plan has options for expansion built in.

Designed as a crescent-shaped central terminal—or “processor”—the structure sprouts pier buildings that extend out into the airfield and house the gates. When the third pier opens in 2009, the project as planned will be complete, yet the option of doubling the number of piers as increased usage necessitates will require minimal reconstruction. The first was opened in April 2004.

With this unveiling, the architects have created a building that reflects the very synergy of their team effort. While Safdie concedes that the airport’s structure itself is not innovative, he believes its use is. “The arched shell of the processor uses daylight in a way that it is integrated into the structure, highlighting the beams,” Safdie explains, adding that “The mechanical, structural, and light are conceptually one.”

The skylights, which run horizontally through the terminal roof and axially down the piers, are the organizing—and wayfinding—principle, as they allow light to demarcate distinct spaces. “The key element of the design is bringing light into the building,” explains Safdie. “If you follow the light you get to where you need to go.” Light ushers travelers to their gates, and also filters down three levels to the baggage and drop-off area.
The airport's steel arch system spans the terminal's 230-foot girth (above), creating an unobstructed vista through which light passes down to the baggage-claim area on the lower level (above right.)

The design draws inspiration from the work of master engineers Pier Luigi Nervi and Eladio Dieste. But, according to Arup project design manager Ignacio Barandiaran, the Pearson project team was envisioning steel and not the concrete and bricks, respectively, of Nervi and Dieste. "When we started working on the design with David Childs and Moshe Safdie we played around with triangular grid shell structures that would arch across the departure hall [and also] take advantage of the resulting toroidal geometry of the curved section and the curved plan working together," Barandiaran elaborates. "The more linear arching structure was a natural evolution as the pieces came together into a single, integrated terminal design.

"We liked the play of the curves in section and in plan and how the departures hall transitions to the concourses and other spaces on the airside of the terminal," Barandiaran adds. "The arched roof allowed us to create a tall, billowing space above the departures hall, and it suggested ways to let in natural light in just the right places." Further, its lightweight steel components made it an economical structure, while the arches made fabrication straightforward. And the column-free design allowed a top-down construction sequence permitting the roof to be built first—a benefit in a city known for its unforgiving winters.
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Say “a handful of dust” to most any British citizen, and Evelyn Waugh’s classic 1934 novel about philandering aristocrats will likely come to mind. For U.K. designer Lionel Theodore Dean, however, that phrase is bound to trigger a very different thought: the future of manufacturing.

The dust, in his case, is nylon in powder form. And the future is a specialized segment of digital fabrication known as “rapid manufacturing.” With the help of software and a selective-laser-sintering (SLS) machine, Dean is creating lighting fixtures plucked, virtually uninterrupted, from his imagination. He goes from 3-D computer drawing to manufactured product—not in months or weeks, but in hours.

These are not wobbly prototypes or scale models: Dean’s products are finished, durable components that have been exhibited at design festivals in London and Milan. What’s more, the technology he’s helping to popularize could have future applications for architects that go well beyond lighting: A variety of decorative appointments and furniture could, in theory, soon go directly from the screen to the scene.

“You need an expensive piece of machinery, but it’s quite easy, really,” says the designer, whose Lincolnshire based company Future Factories (www.futurefactories.com), grew out of Dean’s year-long design residency at the University of Huddersfield in 2002.

A LITTLE DAB OF DIGI-FAB
For the uninitiated, digital fabrication refers to the practice of taking 3-D CAD drawings and then feeding translations of the digital files directly to computer-ized cutting or milling machines (see “An Abode With G Code”, page 66). The process greatly reduces errors and also cuts costs in terms of both saved time and labor. But digital fabrication, in its prevailing usage, refers mainly to the cutting of wood, metal, or composite feedstock, which still must often be joined together or finished in some way.

What makes rapid manufacturing different is that it goes from the development phase directly into an end-use product. “There are quite a few exam-

Through rapid manufacturing, Lionel Theodore Dean’s undulating fixtures go from development phase to finished product within hours. His unique, organic designs include Tubers (bottom and left), Nautilus (right), and Creepers (above), now sold by Belgium-based Materialise.
milling,” Dean says. “But that’s not as sexy as getting your product straight out of a machine.”

Maybe not, but the process is not as instantaneous as it may sound. To create a lighting fixture, for example, Dean first develops a design using 3-D modeling software, which then separates his finished model into thin horizontal slices. The resulting STL (short for stereolithography) file is then plugged straight into the SLS machine, which physically builds the object by restacking the slices from the bottom up. First, a wiper blade spreads a thin layer of nylon powder across the base of a chamber that’s heated to just below the nylon’s melting point. Then a laser cuts out the shape of the first slice. After this, the platform drops down 1 millimeter, the wiper spreads another layer of powder, and the laser repeats the process for the next slice up. The heat from the beam is enough to bump the temperature up to nylon’s melting point, which automatically fuses, or sinters, the second slice to the first. The machine continues its work until it runs out of slices to trace and the work is complete, save for Dean’s having to run a string of LEDs through the finished lighting fixture by hand.

Dean, who’s just started taking on commercial work, is quick to point out that his process is not “mass customization”—a much bandied term that refers to the ability to change individual components of an otherwise standardized product to fit specific usage needs. “This is mass individualization,” he says. “If two different products cost the same to produce, why make the same thing?”

Rapid manufacturing through SLS has advantages that go beyond the ability to produce original works with assembly-line efficiency. The range of possible forms is greater because no allowance need be made for popping out a mold. And certain components—say, hinges—that would ordinarily have to be assembled separately, can, with SLS, be made part of the original fixture.

THE DARK SIDE

But Dean’s method, like any pioneering technology, has its share of drawbacks, too. For instance, while he extols the virtues of several software platforms—Rhino 3D (www.rhino3d.com) and 3D Studio Max (www.discreet.com) among them—he hasn’t found one product that does everything well. “Software’s not been developed with this kind of free-form modeling in mind,” he says, though he expects that to change as rapid manufacturing becomes prevalent.

And while fabricators with laser-sintering technology will charge depending on machine time (which grows proportionately with the size of the object being manufactured), the machines themselves are expensive (as much as $375,000 or more). Companies such as 3D Systems of Valencia, California (www.3dsystems.com) sell a variety of SLS equipment.

Although SLS fabricators can use a range of powder bases including stainless steel, rubber, and even ceramic, Dean’s line has thus far been restricted to nylon. It’s a great material for avant-garde lighting, though perhaps not as ideal for other uses. His fixtures need to be kept out of direct sunlight or they’ll suffer shape distortion. And, like Henry Ford used to joke about his Model T, the customer can have any color he wants, so long as it’s black (well, grayish-white in Dean’s case.) “As demand increases,” he predicts, “the chemical companies will produce colors.” But for now, LEDs supply the desired tints.

Liabilities aside, that demand is just around the corner if Dean is right. “We’ve gone through a stage where people can afford every mass-produced thing you can imagine, and now there’s a desire for something that’s more personal, individual, and something one can identify with,” he maintains. Who knew that dust could be so valuable?
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A new company formed by a partnership between Joel Berman (of Joel Berman Glass Studios) and Jordan Goldstein, a principal at the Washington, D.C., office of Gensler, Berman Glass Editions has produced a new texture for pressure-formed architectural glass. Available in sheets of up to 80 inches by 132 inches and in varied thicknesses, the random, multidimensional design is embossed on the molten glass by steel molds.

These three new drapery fabric offerings help create a soft, refined environment for retail and hospitality applications. All developed in collaboration with Swiss textile manufacturer Creation Baumann, Rialto (below) features Carnegie's Trevira polyester yarn in a linenlike texture; Solista is an ultrafine commercial sheer; and Helix has a metallic sheen. All are available in many colors.

Mixing and matching is in, and not just in the new summer fashions. Young New York City–based designer Jonas Damon has created a series of different chairs centered around basic elements. Users can choose from an array of seats, backs, arms, and bases, for attachment to a uniform support frame of die-cast aluminum. The product line allows for design uniformity across a project by coordinating task and occasional chairs and stools. Arc is available in a variety of colors and with upholstered or hard seating surfaces.

This new broadloom carpet line utilizes "4-D tufting" technology that causes the product to appear one color from one direction and a second color from the opposite angle. Available in three patterns—I-Spy, a camouflageesque print, Alter Ego, and Still Moving, featuring horizontal lines—and in 14 colors each, Product2Faced is designed to spice up commercial and retail applications. Alter Ego (below) not only changes colors, but also design appearance, from a lattice to a floral depending on the view, and is available in tile as well as broadloom.

The newest pattern in the company's Re: Solutions line of wall-coverings, Circle Circle is available in nine bright colorways. Made from 100-percent post-consumer recycled polyester, this durable material adds visual interest and color to retail or hospitality spaces.
The designers at SOM Collaborative, a four-year-old research-and-development offshoot of Skidmore, Owings & Merrill's interior design department, have produced a modular carpet collection in conjunction with Milliken that suggests a 3-D floor plane through its texture and scalability. According to Stephen Apking, interior design partner at SOM, the impetus for the collection came from the firm's work on large-scale projects such as airports, where there is need to carpet spaces both modest and vast. "We were looking for something to integrate these scales, and the floor plane seemed a good location for this," he explains. Using a proprietary software program developed by SOM called Pattern Builder, architects can enlarge or reduce the scale of Way's three patterns—Forcefield (left), Riverbed (right), and Urbanscape (middle)—to vary the density of the floor surface in different parts of a room or building. The pattern is printed, rather than woven, onto the 36-inch tufted, loop-pile modules with Milliken's Millitron, a technology that produces fine gradations of color and delicate line weights. Way is recyclable through the manufacturer's reclamation program and can be specified with a high-friction coating that allows glue-free installation—an asset when tallying LEED points.

FOR INFORMATION ON CARPET AND FLOORING, CIRCLE 126 ON PAGE 81.
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EXHIBITION | Out of the Box: Design Innovations in Manufactured Housing | The Field Museum, Chicago | Through January 16, 2006

With drawings and models of eight hypothetical prefab houses commissioned from innovative architects across the country, the demurely scaled installation of Out of the Box: Design Innovations in Manufactured Housing belies its large ambitions. Unlike the high-style modular homes that abound on glossy magazine pages these days, the designs in this exhibition take the promise of affordability as their foundation.

The "Packed House" by David Khouri arrives inside a container, which is then reassembled to form a carport and walled-in yard. With "Minimax" by studioSUMO, the container is the house and the entire unit can be carried to its site on a flatbed truck. Others deal with the imagery of domesticity more directly, as in "house nine" by Parallel Design (below, right), which domesticates a sleek modern exterior with a pop-up roof, and Design Corps's "Double High House" (below, left).

The image of domesticity is not unimportant and these designers deserve praise for addressing it; since the infamous St. Louis housing project Pruitt-Igoe was razed in 1972, sociologists have told us that poor people do not want their homes to look different from anyone else's. It is a shame that these dignified explorations of a humble subject are virtually hidden in an obscure corner of the Field Museum. With luck, some other institution will take it and put it up where it has a prayer of being seen. Cheryl Kent

---

EXHIBITION | Transforming LACMA and On Tour with Renzo Piano & Building Workshop: Selected Projects | Los Angeles County Museum of Art | Through October 2, 2005

In a salute to the architect of its current renovation and expansion, the Los Angeles County Museum of Art (LACMA) has mounted two shows on Renzo Piano—who, by the client's decision, deposed competition-winning designer Rem Koolhaas. Transforming LACMA is intended to run concurrently with the actual construction, allowing museumgoers a glimpse of the museum's future—a future much less challenging than Koolhaas's vast monolithic structure with its overarching translucent roof. On Tour with Renzo Piano & Building Workshop: Selected Projects, organized by Piano's office, offers visitors an opportunity to step into the architect's atelier by literally recreating it within the museum. A playful arrangement of models, mock-ups, and images are hung mobile-style from above—a situation that, while visually dynamic, allows very little consideration of the pieces themselves. Below, drawings, models, sketches, photographic documents, and slides of such projects as Zentrum Paul Klee (left) and the Agnelli Art Gallery (below) are arrayed on long tables. One would hope that a show of this nature would provide an outsider with a peek into Piano's charrette process or at the least an explanation of his design methodology. Instead, there is an overwhelming amount of information with little in the way of guidance. Piano refers to the exhibition as "a sort of traveling circus"; with such wonderful "acts" it's a shame there was no ringmaster. Julianna Morais
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as Clarendon, a part of Arlington, Virginia. A number of the projects, like the Willow Springs development outside of Chicago, stand on former industrial sites. Still other communities—the town of Valencia north of Los Angeles among them—have been planned where, only a short time ago, cattle or sheep ranged.

However, the most promising—and environmentally respectful—sites are places like Fullerton or the Chicago suburb of Naperville, where the once-overlooked central districts of small towns have been revived. “All these villages are looking at their downtowns to create an identity and get away from the cookie-cutter look,” Chicago-area developer David Fanagel says of these renewed communities. “They are trying to create a little piece of Chicago’s northside.”

He calls Naperville, a vibrant community of 138,000 some 30 miles southwest of Chicago, “a slam dunk” for suburban-village development because of its surviving cluster of historic buildings and surrounding expanse of single-family homes. Largely populated by white-collar families, the city has worked assiduously to develop its old downtown, adding new apartments and stores and creating an attractive esplanade called Riverwalk along the winding west branch of the DuPage River adjacent to its center. “Our downtown is what keeps us together,” observes Christine Jeffries, president of the Naperville Development Partnership. “All of us feel we are at home here. It gives us an identity.”

DEPOLITICIZING THE VILLAGE
With the demographic wind at their backs, suburban villages—whether in the inner ring or outer periphery—appear to have a bright future. Yet, they still face political challenges as fear of the negative aspects of urbanization makes some suburbanites leery of denser development. Perceptive advocates of new suburbanism, like Anaheim, California, mayor Curt Pringle, make it clear to skeptics that density need not come at the expense of existing single-family zones.

There are other, more market-based challenges as well. Fanagel notes that the housing side of his Willow Springs community has been far more successful than the related commercial space. “In the end you still have to figure out how to give the users the amenities they want,” he explains. “You have to have the right commercial to go with the residential.”

Yet none of these challenges, economic or political, are likely to slow the evolution of new suburbanism. What is needed now is the political will—and the buy-in by the planning and architectural communities—to capture this wave of the American future, perhaps the greatest commercial opportunity of the next half-century.

Joel Kotkin is a fellow with the New America Foundation and author of The City: A Global History, just published by Modern Library. He also serves as a senior advisor to The Planning Center.
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4th ANNUAL ACE AWARDS BALLOT
ARCHITECT'S CHOICE FOR EXCELLENCE
CHOSEN BY ARCHITECTS
AWARDED BY ARCHITECTURE

Recognizing exceptional product durability, customer service, value and design.

Now in its 4th year, Architecture's ACE Awards have become the mark of distinction and dependability.

Cast your vote and honor those manufacturers who offer product durability, excellent customer service, superior value and advanced designs.
HOW THE PROGRAM WORKS

1. Take a few minutes to review the list of manufacturers.
2. Circle the manufacturers that meet or exceed your standards, as indicated in voting criteria.
3. Of the companies you’ve selected, indicate your choices for Most Innovative, Most Respected, and Most Specified.
4. Fax your ballot page to 646-654-5816 no later than July 8, 2005.

VOTING CRITERIA

Select the manufacturers who have provided you and your projects with:
- Product Durability
- Exceptional Customer Service
- Superior Value
- Advanced Designs

CIRCLE THE MANUFACTURERS THAT YOU NOMINATE FOR THE ACE.
FAX YOUR THREE BALLOT PAGES TO 646-654-5816

MASONRY

L.M. Scofield
Lehigh Cement
MAPLE Corporation
Master Builders, Inc.
Masson
Patterned Concrete
Salomon Colors
The Proudfoot Company
Vyper Chemical Corporation

THERMAL & MOISTURE PROTECTION

Building Insulation
Atlas Roofing Corp.
Bayer Corp.
BRR Remoya
Calotex Corp.
 CertainTeed Insulation Corp.
Dow Chemical Corp.
DuPont
G-I Gypsum Corp.
Hormosite Company
Insulation Corp of America
Johns Manville
Knauf Fiber Glass
Marathon Roofing Products
 Owens Corning Fiberglass
Pactril
Typar Housewrap
U.S. Gypsum

Shingles, Roof Tiles & Roof Coverings
Atlas Roofing Co.
Bird Co.
Birdair
Calotex
CertainTeed

Metals

Energy

Lehigh Cement
Monsanto
Norcon Alumina
Rheinfineq America, Inc.
Specified
Taklon

Metal Roofing

Boca Industries
Carlisle SynTec Systems
DuPont Dow Elastomers
Duro-Last
Fireside Building Products
GenFlex Roofing Systems
Johnson Manville
Samafi Roofing
Stevens Roofing Systems

EIFS Systems and Stucco

Dryvit Systems
Finestone
Georgia-Pacific
Paragon Pioneers
SonoWall
Sto Corp.
TEC Specialty Products
TEIFS Wall Systems

Ventilation

American Aides Ventilation

DOORS & WINDOWS

Metal Doors & Frames

Adams Rite Mfg.
Ceco Door Products
Choice Doors
Chicago Metallic
Cline Aluminum Doors
Eckel Industries
EFCO
Elston Bronze
Essex Industries

Forms + Surfaces

Hope's Windows
I-H-R Security and Safety
Knauf Industries
Overhead Door Corporation
Peachtree Doors & Windows
Premier
Simonton Windows
Technical Glass Products
Timely
Traco
Tubelite
Wausau Window & Wall Systems
YKK AP America

Wood & Plastic Doors & Frames

Acorn Window Systems
Algonia Hardwoods
Alera
Anderson Windows
Choice Doors
Cline Aluminum Doors
DoorCraft
Eagle Window & Door
Eckel Industries
Egger Industries
Graham Architectural Products
Hy-Life
JWP
Jeld-Wen Windows & Doors
Kolbe & Kolbe Millwork
Lauren
Marlite
Marshfield DoorSystems
Masonite
Morgan
Nord
Pella Corporation
Pozzi Wood Windows
CONTINUED

MECHANICAL
Plumbing Fixtures
Acorn Engineering
American Standard
Bobrick
Bradley Corp.
Chicago Faucet
Curvet USA
Duravit
Gebert Manufacturing
GROHE America
Hansgrohe
Haws Corporation
Johnson Controls
Kohler
Kraus
Lefki
Sloan Flushmate
Sloan Valve Company
ToTo USA
Waternocks

Kitchen & Bath Hardware
Bobrick
Dombracht
Ginger
Hafele America
Hansgrohe
Kohler
Kraus
Moen
Price Pfister
Rohl
Sloan Valve Company
SoHo
ToTo USA
Valki & Walli
Waternocks

ELECTRICAL
Lighting
Advent
Akco
Alt scope Lighting
A.L.P. Lighting
ALS - Architectural Lighting Systems
Altman Lighting
American Glass Light
Americanx
Architectural Area Lighting
Ardee
Artoside
Baldinger
Barco Lighting
Bega
Beta Lighting
Birchwood Lighting
B-K Lighting
B-Light
Boyd Lighting
Bruck Lighting
Capri
Jack Chandler Associates
Charleston Gas Light
Color Kinetics
Columbia Lighting
Conant Custom Brass, Inc.
Con Daz
Contrast Lighting
Cooper Lighting
Crestron
CSI
D'ac
Davis Mullen
Day-Brute Lighting
Demirci & Hamlyn
Designplan Lighting, Inc.
Dialight
Donovan Lighting
Elite Bohemia
Elliptical
Elliott
Engineered Lighting Products
ERCO Lighting USA, Inc.
ESTILIZ, Inc.
Eurofase, Inc.
Exceline
Fabbian USA
FAD/Delta Light USA
Fine Art Lamps
Flos
Focal Point
Forecast
Foscarni
Frankfurt Lighting
Gamma 3 Luce
Gardco Lighting
GE
HACCO
Halo
Hoffmeister
Hofephane
Hubbell
Hunter Douglas Contract, Solar
Control by Nysson
Ilex
Illumtino Lighting
ID Lighting, LLC
Iris
Ivalo Lighting
Ives
Kim Lighting
Kramer Lighting
Lam
Leedale
Leucos USA
Levron
Lightakel
Lutec Controls
Lithonia
Lighting Services Inc.
LSI Industries
Luciplan USA, Inc.
Lucien GAU
Lucifer Lighting
Lumica
Lumencenter Italia
Lumix
Lutron
Luxo Corporation
Luxo Italiana
Martin Architectural
MerchinoShade Systems, Inc.
Metalumen
James R. Moder Crystal Chandelier
Nessen
Nexemat USA
Nora Lighting
NouRIR Research
Oggetti Luci
O'Luce
The Original Cast Lighting
Oram Sylvania
Peerless
Philips Lighting
Philips Lighting
Prescolite
Prima
Prudential Lighting
Renova Lighting Systems, Inc.
Rotana
Selux
Serialungu
Sill
Simmers
Spark Lighting
Specialty
SPI
Spring City Electrical Manufacturing
Company
Studio Italia Design USA
Supervision
Targetti North America, Inc.
Tech Lighting
Tixoni, LLC
Traxen USA
TriLux Lighting Limited
Unilight
Vantage Controls
Vitabianco
Visa Lighting
Viso Lighting
Vossloh-Schwebe Inc.
WAC Lighting
The Watt Stopper
Weaver & Ducre
Winona
Zotlan
Zumbrota Staff

FURNISHINGS
Furniture Systems
Allsteel
American Seating
Brayton International
Halie Manufacturing
Haworth
Herman Miller
HON
Hil
Kimball Office
Knoll
Lumina
Lumencenter Italia
Lumix
Lutron
Luxo Corporation
Luxo Italiana
Martin Architectural
MerchinoShade Systems, Inc.
Metalumen
James R. Moder Crystal Chandelier
Nessen
Nexemat USA
Nora Lighting
NouRIR Research
Oggetti Luci
O'Luce
The Original Cast Lighting
Oram Sylvania
Peerless
Philips Lighting
Philips Lighting
Prescolite
Prima
Prudential Lighting
Renova Lighting Systems, Inc.
Rotana
Selux
Serien
Serialungu
Sill
Simmers
Spark Lighting
Specialty
SPI
Spring City Electrical Manufacturing
Company
Studio Italia Design USA
Supervision
Targetti North America, Inc.
Tech Lighting
Tixoni, LLC
Traxen USA
TriLux Lighting Limited
Unilight
Vantage Controls
Vitabianco
Visa Lighting
Viso Lighting
Vossloh-Schwebe Inc.
WAC Lighting
The Watt Stopper
Weaver & Ducre
Winona
Zotlan
Zumbrota Staff

COMPUTER/SOFTWARE
Computer/Software
Alias
Architectural Data Systems
©Last Software
Autodesk
Auto Design
Bentley Systems
Building Systems Design
CADD
Distacard
Dell Computer
Form Z
Graphisoft
Nemetschek
Revit Technology
Sketchup
Wind 2 Software

NEW FOR 2005

Of the companies you have selected, which in your opinion is the:

Most INNOVATIVE
Most RESPECTED
Most SPECIFIED

I would also like to nominate these manufacturers (not listed) for the ACE.

Your name
Title
Company
City/State
BARTCO LIGHTING

The BFLSLM is the lowest profile linear T5 fluorescent staggered fixture with integral ballast available on the market. Available for all standard output, 39W or 54W high-output lamps, this miniature luminaire is ideal for small-scale architectural applications.

Bartco Lighting, Inc.
714 848-0892
info@bartcolighting.com
www.bartcolighting.com

Circle 101

PRESIDENTIAL SHAKE™

With a timeless style worthy of its name, the CertainTeed Presidential Shake™ is designed to exceed the industry's toughest performance standards. Constructed of two laminated layers of the most durable roofing materials, the solid 355-pound shingles provide an extra layer of protection and peace of mind. Contact CertainTeed at 800-233-8990 or visit www.certainteed.com.

Circle 103

SHAPER HIGH PERFORMANCE BOWLS

Shaper's new High Performance Pendant Series features ten new styles with a range of profiles from 3” (low profile luminaires) to 14” (deep bowl luminaires). The low profile, shallow bowl (1250 pictured) and deep bowl series offer a variety of lamp options and finishes including nickel, copper brass, natural aluminum and custom colors. Visit shaperlighting.com.

Circle 104

ROOF GARDEN WALKWAY & DECK SYSTEMS

Envirospec's PAVE-EL® Pedestal System is a proven method for setting paver stones on roof-top decks and roof garden walkways. PAVE-EL elevates paver stones for perfect drainage on water-proofed roofs. It also levels pavers and ensures their uniform spacing for an ideal roof terrace surface. Call (716) 689-8548 or visit www.EnvirospecInc.com

Circle 106
**EUROTEX WALL CARPET**

Wall carpet muffles sound and reduces operating costs by protecting walls. Studies prove life cycle savings vs. painted surfaces. Concourse is a flatware in a blend of wool and nylon. Occasional light maintenance preserves the crisp, new look. Flame-proof back. Class A rated for resistance to smoke and flame. Full service inventory in stock. Tel 800.523.0731, fax 215.423.0940, email specieurotex@prodigy.net. Or go to www.eurotexinc.com

Circle 107

**GAGEMETAL**

An innovative collection of 16 new designs suitable for walls, elevators and column covers. Standard sizes 48” x 96/120” with available thickness from .025” aluminum to 16 gauge stainless steel. Custom design and collaboration is available. 800.786.4243

www.gageverticalsurfacing.com

Circle 108

**JUXTAFORM - VALENTE CMYK ONE PANEL**

A collection of versatile design elements used to define, reconfigure or highlight interior space. Cost-effective and easy to use, these fire-retardant stretched fabric panels are available in variety of shapes, sizes and colors.

www.juxtaform.com
888-juxtaform (589-8236)
Circle 109

**KEPCO - PANEL STONE REDUCED**

KEPCO+ specializes in the design and installation of prefabricated custom cladding systems incorporating natural stone, terra cotta, and/or tile. Prefabrication can often provide solutions to the construction industry’s most critical constraints: time, budget, and quality. For more information on how prefabication can help your next project, visit www.kepcoplus.com or call 800.495.9127.

Circle 110

**LOUIS POULSEN LIGHTING’S AH WALL**

Louis Poulsen Lighting has introduced a new family of affordable, performance-based, semi-recessed wall luminaires designed by Alfred Homann. The standard anodized aluminum finish combines with clear, opal or frosted glass options to adapt to myriad architectural possibilities. Designed for both indoor and outdoor use and created in two sizes, AH Wall is noted for its simple installation, easy maintenance and full 7-year warranty. For more information or to download your own AH Wall brochure, visit www.louispoulsen.com

Circle 111

**CUSTOMIZED ENTRANCE MATS**

Musson’s new brochure describes and illustrates our “Designed for Safety” heavy-duty entry matting and tile. They feature style and design, easy installation and cleaning, along with long range economy. Typical products are made of rubber, vinyl and olefin carpet fibers. Others include recycled fluff cord tiles, cocoa, fibertuft and aluminum /vinyl roll-up mats. All or in combination can be installed with our surface or recessed aluminum frames. To request a free copy call 1-800-321-2381, ask for Mark Rees or for more information visit www.mussonrubber.com. Circle 112
PEMKO MANUFACTURING CO.

Pemko Manufacturing Co. introduces the new heavy-duty, industrial strength, super-thick 1715AK commercial threshold. Featuring the exclusive Pemkote™ non-skid surface, the 1715AK is built to withstand extreme weight and excessive conditions. You name it the 1715AK can take it. The 1715AK is ADA compliant and UL 4L10 Classified. For more information call 1.800.283.9988. Circle 113

HATCH RAILING SYSTEM

Bilco's Bil-Guard™ hatch railing system provides a permanent means of fall protection for hatch openings. Tested and proven to meet and exceed OSHA fall protection regulations (29 CFR 1910.23), the Bil-Guard installs easily with basic tools and features corrosion resistant construction. For more information, visit www.bilco.com or call (203) 934-6363. Circle 114

TILE OF SPAIN - PIZARRA IMITACION KEROS

Tile of Spain manufacturers continue to develop cutting edge products. For example, manufacturers from Spain produce ceramic tiles that have been inspired by natural materials, such as stone, marble, slate, sandstone and more. For many installations, ceramic tile is often the best option because of its superior performance and virtually unlimited design choices. For more information, contact Tile of Spain at 305-446-4387 or www.spaintiles.info. Circle 115

WALKER DISPLAY

Walker Display helps you design an efficient system for exhibiting artwork anywhere. The functional no-nails design works on all wall surfaces, allowing creativity and easy rearrangement of artwork.

COMPLETE FREE CATALOG AVAILABLE
Walker Display Incorporated
PO Box 16955
Duluth, MN 55816-6955
800-234-7614
www.walkerdisplay.com
Circle 116

HADDONSTONE

Featured is Haddonstones’ impressive new M300J Corinthian capital and fluted column. Haddonstone is a leading manufacturer of high quality landscape ornaments and architectural cast limestone with standard designs ranging from balustrading, columns, porticos and window surrounds to pier caps, copings, landscape ornaments and custom-made components. Circle 117

TECH LIGHTING

Tech Lighting Antique Bronze MonoRail: integrate a modern system into a traditional interior. Design a system with your own personal style in mind by selecting from a vast range of product options. Available fixtures include decorative pendants and architectural heads, each one available with a host of colors, or with accessory options. (847) 410-4400. www.techlighting.com. Visit us at Lightfair booth #1719. Circle 118
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
JR Walters Resources, Inc. specializing in the placement of technical professionals in the A&E field. Openings nationwide.
Address: P.O. Box 617, St. Joseph, MI 49085-0617
phone: 269-925-3940 fax: 269-925-0448
e-mail: jrwawa@jrwalters.com www.jrwalters.com.

Architectural Interior Designer. Familiarity with corp. interior projects, schematic design, construction docs & mgmt, coord w/eng & shop drawings. Knowledge of construction procedures, zoning, bldg codes & materials. Proficiency in AutoCAD. BS or MS Interior Design & 2 ys exp. Send resume: Mr. John Gerbino, Mufson Partnership, 22nd W 19th St, 8th Floor, NY, NY 10011.
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Outline Speccs®️

Outline Speccs®️️ edits and assembles all of the
SpeccWiz®️ar! edits options needed for the project.

Try it now at:
www.speccs.com

- Free & unlimited use!
- Can be saved on Acrobat
- Speccmaster's new feature: expanded
dependent parameters saves hours in specwriting
- No programs to download
- No new hardware required
- Web-based service available

Outline SpeccWizar!
how can you find the best new products at neocon?

register at www.contract-network.co today

visit us at neocon contract connection lounge
8th floor

ccontract
inspiring commercial design solutions
I recently attended a public meeting where an elected official asked a group of planners the rhetorical question, “What is sprawl?” One planner’s response was that sprawl occurred when the rural area was divided into large-acreage lots in order to build “McMansions.” The official’s response was, “Would you be happier if people located low-income trailers there instead?”

This dialogue troubled me. For the advocates of recent planning trends—such as smart growth and New Urbanism—to attract financial supporters and sympathetic voters, they use pejorative labels like sprawl, big-box, and McMansion. In order to demonize sprawl you need a demon. Rural farmers and foresters can’t be vilified because planners are supposedly conserving resource lands for their use. And it’s politically incorrect to malign lower-income families living in trailers. So who do special-interest groups scapegoat? Rich people and McDonald’s are easy targets—thus: Rich people + McDonald’s = McMansion.

This Orwellian doublespeak has been used by proponents to subliminally sell a political agenda that attacks a longstanding American institution: the land-settlement patterns of a culture dominated by automobiles and low-cost postwar subdivision housing. Their social agenda exploits fear and classism to advance their cause—at the expense of someone else’s socioeconomic beliefs and well-being.

**SCHIZOPHRENIC PREJUDICE**

In America, terms like sprawl and McMansion resonate with us at least in part because of our schizophrenic personal prejudices: We want to be rich but can’t be because we can’t stop buying stuff; we smoke and drink and eat junk food, but we know it’s bad for us. We feel guilty about our shameless, obsessive consumerism. We feel helpless and used by the fat cats on Wall Street and Madison Avenue. And we feel like we’ve sold our souls (and our freedom) to the highest bidder.

Conversely, we suspect that there are people who have not sold their souls, and that bothers us, too. Among them are independent farmers and foresters who are living off the land. And city-dwellers subconsciously resent their apparent freedom.

In fact, this lack of empathy has led to a new “tyranny of the majority” by nonrural interests. And our constitutional checks and balances have failed to protect the rural landowner. Initiatives related to smart growth have drawn urban-growth boundaries and then downzoned rural properties. These measures are meant to contain sprawl, we’ve been told, but they also help create urban “reservations” that keep dense populations from destroying the natural environment.

**GLUTTONY AND REPARATIONS**

When urbanites—no, urbanists—clash with rural landowners, the outcome is always the same: The country folks lose. Back at home, the urbanists want their espresso bars, boutiques, and drive-throughs, but they want rural areas to remain a pastoral land museum, preserved for their visits by SUV.

The fact is that urbanists are implicated in the killing of many more species than their rural counterparts through their gluttony. Since 80 percent of Americans live in metropolitan areas, aren’t they at least 80 percent guilty? Shouldn’t urbanists make this economic injustice right, and pay for it in dollars? Yes, because others—specifically, rural landowners, developers, and big businesses—must pay for their unconscionable urban appetites.

If we truly are seeking to improve livability for both humanity and animals, then let us do so by being intellectually honest about the social costs to all citizens—not by using some biased, urbanist propaganda against a minority of our citizens. It’s time for the urban majority to pay its fair share—or at least talk about how to make economic reparations to rural America.

Richard Carson, a land-use planner and journalist, lives near Portland, Oregon, on 21 acres in a “forest” zoning district.
accidents happen...
...don't sweat it.

Carpet made with EverSet Fibers by Mohawk makes stain removal as simple as H₂O.

**STAIN STAT'S**

**Installation: Corporate Office**

- Average number of spills per week: 15
- Required cleaning solution*: H₂O
- Total number of permanent stains: 0

* Most stains come out with water.

For more information, call 800-299-4663 x605 or visit EVERSETFIBERS.COM

EverSet Fibers, only from The Mohawk Group

---

The Mohawk Group

---

Circle 154 or www.architecturemag.com/productinfo
Sometimes, a spectacular finish is the start of a **GREAT DESIGN**.

**Shown above:** Anodized dark bronze aluminum exterior Weather Shield® casement windows. This is one of seven anodized colors offered by Weather Shield. Each provides lasting beauty that resists chipping or peeling, even under intense exposure to the sun. For complete sizing and ordering information, call 1-800-477-6808 or visit [weathershield.com/A](http://weathershield.com/A)

**Demand better. Compromise nothing.**

© 2004 Weather Shield Mfg., Inc.

Circle 250 or [www.architecturemag.com/productinfo](http://www.architecturemag.com/productinfo)